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The Project

“Charlottetown is also one of Canada’s founding Capital Cities. It has many
important historical landscapes and streetscapes. It also has four historic
squares:

.”
Rochford Square, Connaught Square, Hillsborough Square

and Kings Square City of Charlottetown Parks Master Plan 2007, EDM

Charlottetown’s squares are examples of the past and provide a historical

and cultural link to the original city building and shaping of Charlottetown.

The squares and the neighbourhood fabric within which they are woven

remains today and is a rich resource for the community. Originally intended

as lush green spaces for shade, rest, relaxation, social interaction and

passive recreation, the squares still provide a welcomed natural space

within the tight urban core.

Highlighted as significant spaces and sources of civic pride, BDALandscape

Architects were retained by the City of Charlottetown to facilitate committee,

neighbourhood and community consultation sessions in order to develop

concept plans for four of the heritage squares in Charlottetown’s downtown:

Rochford Square, Connaught Square, Hillsborough Square and King

Square. The objective of this exercise was to listen to the community and

determine how they see the squares, how they use the squares and what

makes these squares special.

BDA and the City hosted a neighbourhood session and community session

in order to hear from all the stakeholders. For each session approximately

25-35 individuals participated. Both evening sessions began with a brief

presentation outlining the available background information and history of

the four squares followed by breakout discussions. Participants were

welcome to discuss as a group a particular square or any number of squares.

After the groups had formulated thoughts for each of the squares a group

representative was selected to bring their ideas to the entire group. All

comments were recorded and have been outlined in the

segments of this document. For individuals that were unable to attend either

session an email contact was provided.

With the background information collected, summary of initial community

input and a visual analysis documented, BDA prepared draft concept plans

and design guidelines for each of the four squares. These concept plans

were presented in an open house evening session where the community

and all previous participants were invited to review the plans and provide

follow up comments. Once again an email was provided for residents that

were unable to attend.

Final concept plans and design guidelines were prepared and are included

in this document along with magnitude of cost estimates to be used as a

guide.

What resonated with each community consultation was the appreciation of

“What We Heard”

these squares as greenspace within ‘their’ neighbourhood and the

downtown. The protection of the squares, maintenance for high quality turf

and continued tree planting were top priorities.

Rochford SquareRochford SquareKing Square
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What We Heard from the Community

A community presentation and workshop session was held on Thursday
February 2, 2012 and a neighbourhood session was held on Tuesday
February 7, 2012. The participants were welcomed by various City
representatives and the project consultant. Approximately 30 participants
attended each presentation and took part in the hands-on workshop that
allowed individuals to speak with respect to a particular Square or any
number of the Squares. Following the table discussions each group had an
opportunity to share their thinking with the entire group. All comments and
remarks were recorded and are outlined herein. A comment sheet was also
provided for additional feedback and a City contact was provided for
remarks following the session or for those who were unable to attend to
ensure equal opportunity to pass on comments.

The following is synthesis of the remarks as recorded, collected and
received via email.

While the majority of the individuals comments were focused toward a
particular square many remarks were also highlighted as ‘blanket’
comments and pertained to the four squares being reviewed.

- It was indicated that many people use the squares as , as a
place to and , as a place for , as a place and that
many tourists and residents use the squares on a regular/daily basis. The
need for , the need for more , and that there needs

shortcuts
rest relax play gathering

better walkways seating

Community Consultation Sessions

Use

to be areas was repeated.

- Understanding the importance of the squares within the
of the City is important. Keep the names of each of the squares,

they reflect the heritage.

- Guidelines and principles for design are integral to the
squares. for the squares was considered to be important
however it is important for each of the squares to be

. Each square should be celebrated differently while still acting as one in
a collection of squares and as part of the urban fabric.

- The point was made that the four quadrant squares should
be in some manner. There was a suggestion of a Richmond
Street pedestrian loop during the summer months, or a pedestrian and cycle
linkage and that the squares should be linked in some way to Victoria Park.

- While the majority felt equipment was not required in all 4
of the squares there were no objections to equipment being a
component in the squares (Connaught and Hillsborough) so long as the play
component is not the dominant feature within the square. There was a
consensus that play equipment for should be available as
there is not an alternate within a short walk. Any equipment should be

in one area of the square and not spread out in multiple zones.

Many individuals expressed the desire not to see ‘plastic, primary colour’
equipment but rather more imaginative and natural play installations. A
suggestion was made to use older trees from with the square as they come
down to create natural play features. It was also discussed that the play
component in the square could be based or in
reference. As an example the tugboat play structure in Halifax along the
waterfront was mentioned. Many agreed that equipment should be restricted
to and Square as there is currently equipment in
these two Squares. In general sand was not the preferred option for
protective play surfacing.

- The trees should be and there should
in each of the squares. There should also

be a maintenance plan in place for all landscape elements (trees, lawns,
planting beds) in the squares. It was suggested that the trees should be
identified (species, planting date). Comment made suggesting the
development of guidelines.

Some felt there should be more ornamental floral planting beds remarking of
the increased use in Rochford Square following the installation of the
planting display. Others felt that grass and trees were sufficient.

repairs to the lawn

historical
context

Consistency
‘special’ in their own

way

connected

play

younger children

consolidated

sculptural, art historical

Hillsborough Connaught

assessed, maintained
continue to be planting efforts

tree preservation

History

Consistency

Connectivity

Play Equipment

Planting

It was stated that all four squares should be regraded, re-seeded and a
established.

A suggestion to incorporate edible plants, flowering trees and fruit trees was
highlighted.

- It was repeated by many that the walkways in all the squares
. Stonedust was a preferred material so long as the

paths could sufficiently for .

- All the squares should have signage that is . Each
should have appropriate interpretive information explaining the history of the
particular square and the squares as part of the City’s history.

- Program the squares with activities that will
during all seasons. Use programming as a way to

for each square.

- It was suggested that the squares be considered as
recreational spaces for and small pick-up games of

/ / if traffic in these areas could be mitigated.

- The squares should have
. Most felt there should be one style of

site furnishings within all four squares and that the style should reflect a
heritage style.

- Artistic components should the history of the
squares (downtown Charlottetown), not simply art for the sake of having art.

- Squares should allow for visitors arriving by vehicular, as well as
pedestrians such as non metered, short term parking along perimeter of the
squares.

- the edges of the squares should be
to greenspace.

- The architecture surrounding the squares is as
important as the efforts to the integrity of the squares, both are
related to each other. There needs to be in place to the
scale, materials, and style of new developments in the immediate adjacency
to the squares.

One additional comment pertaining to all the squares was

turf
maintenance plan

need to be replaced
compact accessibility

not obtrusive

get the
community together
create that ‘special’quality

ice rinks
soccer basketball hockey

more benches, waste receptacles,
lights and dog collection stations

compliment

protected, defined,
and restored

preserve
regulations enforce

“ .”less is more

Walkways

Signage

Programming

Recreation

Amenities

Public Art

Access

Encroachment

Building Context
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Rochford Square King Square

Hillsborough SquareConnaught Square

Queen Square
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Guiding Design PrinciplesGuiding Design Principles

“The City of Charlottetown is committed to the preservation and continued
use of the historic resources that contribute to the physical, social,
educational and economic development of the municipality. The
components of our heritage that help define our community’s unique
character include sites, monuments, structures and buildings, streetscapes,

, and environments of historic architectural, social and cultural
significance.”
squares

Heritage Review Board Mission Statement

Governance

Based on the comments received and the review of all available background
information, the following principles have been established for the four
squares. More specific guidelines have been outlined for each of the
squares individually.

The guiding principles have been prepared to ensure the protection of the

integrity and legacy of the squares in order to preserve the original intent of

these significant community greenspaces. While the programming of the

squares changes with the demographics and the times, the character of

these passive urban greenspaces and shade canopy gardens must remain.

The intent of coordinating a governing process is to ensure that the various
City departments and existing committee groups are working together. In
many of the proposed guidelines, a suggested existing committee or group
has been indicated as the first contact point for review and consideration of
proposals.

There are however items that should be reviewed by a broader committee
with the City Parks and Recreation Department taking the lead. In these
instances it is recommended that there be the establishment of an
Interdepartmental Review

ty use, for rest, relaxation, to be able
to experience urban green, for socialization, unstructured passive recreation
and play.

Committee. This proposed committee should be
made up the various stakeholders including City Parks and Recreation
representative, Urban Beautification representative, Planning/Heriage
representative and Public Works representative. Other stakeholders may
be included as required.

It is also recommended that the Interdepartmental Review Committee
review the design guidelines on a pre-determined basis (example, every five
years) to evaluate the effectiveness of the process.

In order to continue to foster strong communication ties and public
ownership of the squares, each proposed change to the squares should be
communicated to the public and the surrounding neighbourhoods. For
example, when trees are to be planted or removed, make the neighbourhood
aware, and as programs are initiated within the squares bring this to the
attention of the public to encourage participation and involvement.

The squares are intended for communi

There will continue to be a similarity in appearance of the four squares.
Although consistent in structure and amenities, each will be special and
different due to programming and neighbourhood specific expressions.

Hillsborough Square will continue to have a play space or

component for young children. In collaboration with Holland

College explore the possibility of developing and organizing

“Parks are about the

and reinforce the City as “a great Canadian city.”

human experience and relationship to natural

history City of Charlottetown

Parks Master Plan 2007, EDM

Sense of Place and Programming

programs for special recreational events.

Connaught Square should continue accommodate a small piece of

play equipment for young children. There is the potential to have

a winter ice surface and the re-establishment of small band

concerts in the square.

King’s Square has a reference to the past industry in the

neighbourhood with the installation of the Butcher chairs that could

be enhanced with additional plantings and continued use of the

square for outdoor fitness such as tai chi is encouraged.

Rochford Square has an ornate floral display and many remaining

large trees to be protected. Adding additional seating to Rochford

to continue to make this square a very passive place is

encouraged along with small neighbourhood and community

social events.

By programming the various squares to host small festivals, music and

theatre in the park, snow sculptures, storytime series and other organized

activities, each of the squares will become uniquely special places in

downtown Charlottetown.

Landscape
The most significant elements to each of the squares are the majestic trees
and the lawn areas. Open lawn areas are to be protected for passive,
unorganized recreation.

The lawn areas require a maintenance program that ensures a high quality
turf that is well drained, fertilized, topdressed and low areas corrected for
positive drainage.

Lawn

King Square
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Charlottetown Heritage Squares

Encroachment along the edges of each square needs to be restored.
Definition of each square’s boundary is to be restored with a new curb.

It is recommended that a turf maintenance plan be prepared and
implemented by the Parks and Recreation Department of the City. A
maintenance plan for each of the squares could be a first priority project.

The existing trees require an ongoing maintenance program that monitors
the health of each tree, provides the City with an inventory of the trees in
each square (species, age, health) and the necessary pruning to keep the
trees in good health.

Trees

There should continue to be planting efforts in the squares, and this should
be part of the maintenance/management plan. Tree species should be
selected from the list of species originally planted and documented during
the first arbour days with the exception of species that have historically not
done well in this region.

It is recommended that trees planted should be 60-70mm cal. in size.
Monocultures are to be avoided by planting a variety of species in each
square. Shade trees should be planted to create allées within the squares
by defining the walkways and the perimeter of the squares. Tree planting is
encouraged on both sides of the street where possible.

Conifer trees were not indicated as part of the original species selections and
should not be planted in the squares as the squares represent high canopy
shade tree collections.

A tree management plan for the squares and surrounding streets should be
established by the City with the assistance of an arborist. This plan could be
initiated immediately and be ongoing.

The existing walkway patterns should be respected. As existing walkways
are to be replaced, the asphalt should be removed and replaced with an
alternate material. The suggested material for replacement is stonedust. It
is recommended to implement a pilot project using stonedust in one of the
squares to determine the desirability and maintenance requirements. After
reviewing the pilot, determine with the committee if alternate materials
should be explored. The trails should be widened to accommodate current
snow removal equipment (approximately 2.5m width). In order to minimize
ongoing maintenance, trails will require an appropriately compacted

Walkways

granular base. Edging may be desired to control grass migrating into the
edges of the walkways. (See example detail in theAppendix at the end of this
document)

The squares are high
canopy shade tree
gardens. The lawn and
the trees are the
pr imary landscape
components of the
s q u a r e s . S m a l l
isolated planting beds
within the squares
should be removed and
replaced with grass.

Where there is significant community initiative to develop and maintain floral
displays, the community group or representatives must present plans to the
Urban Beautification committee for consideration. Urban Beautification will
review requests that must include: a plan, anticipated maintenance program
and community representatives that will be responsible for the ongoing
planting and maintenance of the bed(s). Urban Beautification
representative(s) will bring forward requests demonstrating sufficient
commitment to one of the semi annual Interdepartmental Committee
Review meetings for a final decision.

Plant species should be restricted to heritage shrubs, perennials and bulb
species. Beds should be restricted to the square corners, centrally located
or as a way of highlighting another feature within the squares, for example in
conjunction with the Butcher chairs in King Square.

Ornamental Planting (Shrub and Floral Display)
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Guiding Design Principles

Interpretive Material and PublicArt
Interpretive material and public art are considered acceptable within the
squares.

Interpretive material may take the form of art. Similar to play equipment
interpretive installations and public art should not be obtrusive or obstruct
views within the square.

Both interpretive and art considered for a particular square must first be
reviewed by the Heritage Committee. Heritage Committee representative(s)
will bring forward appropriate requests to one of the semi annual
Interdepartmental Committee Review meetings for a final decision.

Considerations for each piece that the Heritage Committee and
Interdepartmental Review Committee would be reviewing must include
items such as: references to the specific neighbourhood, what will be the
anticipated maintenance and upkeep, the scale and size, materials and
where the piece might be located.

Locations within the squares for interpretive material and art pieces are
dependent on the square and the proposed installation. In most instances
the preferred locations are either at the convergence of the walkways,
centrally located in the square or at the corners of the square.

Play Equipment
The squares are intended for passive, non structured play within the grass
quadrants. However, until play equipment is located within a short walk,
approximately 5 minutes or less, of the existing downtown neighbourhoods,
equipment should continue to be allowed within Connaught Square and
Hillsborough Square.

Play equipment components should be restricted to small children (ages
18months to 5 years) in both squares and must not obstruct views within and
into the square.

King Square
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Charlottetown Heritage Squares

Any play equipment within the squares should not be primary colours and
preferably not plastic. Low profile play pieces such as small net climbers,
stepping stones, dance chimes, chess, checkers, hopscotch or other
painted games could be incorporated. Play features should be restricted to
one quadrant within the square.

Currently the protective play surface treatment for both squares is sand.
The sand should be removed and replaced with a poured in place rubber,
rubber tile or artificial turf. Peagravel protective surfacing would be
considered an acceptable alternative provided the protective area is
restricted to the minimum requirements of the equipment and is properly
contained to avoid creeping into the surrounding grass spaces.

The existing equipment in Connaught Square and Hillsborough Square
should be removed and relocated.

Although it is recommended that play equipment should be restricted to
younger children, older children, young adults, adults and seniors are still
encouraged to use the squares for passive unorganized recreation. The
squares should continue to be a place where small groups play with a ball,
toss a frisbee, play tag, etc.

Additional seating should be incorporated in the areas of play equipment to
allow for close supervision.

Play equipment should be selected by the City Parks and Recreation
Department with neighbourhood consultation.

Amenities
The squares have been identified as places in which many people enjoy
sitting and relaxing. Currently the site amenities such as park benches,
waste receptacles and light standards are not a consistent style. In some
instances there are multiple styles of amenities within a square.

In order to create consistency of park amenities, existing site furnishings
should be removed and relocated outside the square and replaced with the
City’s heritage bench (same as JohnA. MacDonald sculpture downtown).

Benches should be located on a proper pad along walkways facing into the
square. Additional benches should be situated in proximity to play areas
within Hillsborough Square and Connaught Square.

Lighting is proposed around the perimeter of each square, along both sides
of the street. Rochford Square is a good example. Lighting should be all
one style for all squares and continue to be underground wiring.

Structures within the park are to be restricted to temporary facilities or mobile
structures to provide shelter or cover for community events and gatherings.

Permanent built structures should not be located within the squares.

Structures

Identification and Signage
The squares each contain an interpretive panel that highlights the
significance of each of the four neighbourhoods and the square. Additional
interpretive signage is not required.
Required park signage that indicates the hours the square’s are open to the
public, no smoking, etc., should be consistent for all the squares and should
be more historical in appearance (font, material, etc.).

Identification of each square, at the four corner pedestrian access points,
should be considered. Rather than an additional signs, granite engraved
name plates should be considered. Each would have the name of the
square and could be installed flush with the level of the walkway surface.

Waste receptacles should be located along the walkways (one each
diagonal) and closer to a corner of the square. Waste receptacles should
be black in colour and must have three separate bins for waste and
recyclables.

The squares are used by the surrounding neighbourhoods as a popular
place to walk dogs. Dog collection posts with bags should be installed at two
locations within each square, with one on each diagonal.

8



In both the community session and the neighbourhood session there was a
consensus that Connaught Square is in need of some attention, perhaps
much more so than the other three squares, in part due to the damage that
has impacted the high canopy trees in the park. This year marks the 100th
anniversary of the removal of the jail from Connaught Square and the
beginning of its beautification, this was mentioned as an opportunity to
celebrate this public greenspace and revisit its ‘beautification.’

According to the participants Connaught Square is very well used and
enjoyed by many small children and guardians as there are no other existing
playgrounds in the downtown within a short walk. The use in the square will
increase in the coming years with new development about to take shape.
Connaught Square was a very active square for the community in the past.
There were stories of the lower end of the square being flooded for skating,
baseball games between the ‘east-enders’ and the ‘west-enders’, volleyball
games and the army band used to play music for the community.

The buildings surrounding Connaught Square do not provide as strong a
sense of enclosure or back drop as the three other squares. Much of the
original character of the square’s perimeter architecture has been relocated,
torn down and in their places are now parking areas or buildings not
indicative of the original character, style and scale of this downtown
neighborhood.

Comments we heard pertaining to Connaught Square are outlined here:

Must make Connaught Square a
in the park and ensure safety for small

children.
was agreed upon.

The square must remain a place to and , a .

�

�

�

�

special place.
Balance activities

Less is more
sit relax retreat

General

Sense of Enclosure

History

Art

Landscaping

Play Features and Activities

Park Amenities

Entertainment, Social Interaction and Gatherings

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Consider enclosing with a low hedge or fence similar to
Halifax Public Gardens to help of the
square.

Tie history of the Square into the site and
of the square.

Interpretive panels to highlight the significance of the park.
There may be remaining pieces of the jail in square including
a piece of the foundation (curbing), identify and protect.

Incorporate art into the Square similar to the King Square
butcher chairs
Would like to see art in the square, it could be interactive
and playful.

Consider creating a different patterning with the trees.
would be welcomed.

There is a desire for and .
While flower beds are beautiful, they are not necessary in
Connaught Square.

Play equipment should continue to be part of this Square but there
does not need to be more than is there currently.
Play features should be for .  Older
children should use the unstructured recreation
opportunities in the Square.
The current expanse of sand around the play ground should be

.
Play features could be art based and could reference the
historical significance of the Square.
Consider water splash play feature where rink used to be located
at the lower end of the Square.
Re-establish the during the winter months.
Consider lawn bowling as an appropriate activity in the
Square.

Provide better lighting.
Consider water feature.

define the edges

celebrate the
history

Allée, arbours, fruit trees
more trees larger trees

younger children
passive

restricted

rink

� Find ways to get people in the community out and into the
Square. ”People will take part if they feel they are getting

something for free.”
�

�

Have community
in the Square for smaller crowds.

Connect Connaught Square to the other three squares,
Queen Square and Victoria Park with pedestrian/bicycle
streets (Victoria Park Roadway extension)

corn boils, ice cream socials, and music

Connectivity

ensure well maintained, well drained, quality lawn areas
inventory, assess, maintain the existing trees
replace and maintain the walkways
repair all encroachment and replace the perimeter curb
to define the square boundary

Design Approach and Principles
The design approach for Connaught Square is to:

continue to have an ongoing tree planting strategy that is a
random mix of species derived from the original plant list not a
mono culture
include tree planting opposite street side surrounding the
park
include a walkway along the western boundary to connect
the north and south sidewalks
install lighting around the square boundary on each side of
the street (under ground wiring)
add benches, waste receptacles, dog collection posts
provide infrastructure for water and power for
neighbourhood/community programming and events
highlight the remnants of the original jail within the square
(interpretation)
markers to identify the Square within the walking tour of the
downtown
Square identification at each corner (ex. granite name plate
in the stonedust walkways)
remove existing play equipment and replace with a play area
that is non-obstrusive may incorporate art
sense of enclosure to be created by development, not a
physical barrier, keep the squares open
consistency of materials for walkways, plant species,
defined edge, and ornaments such as benches.
enforce design guidelines for surrounding developments.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

What We Heard Connaught Square
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Concept Connaught Square

Charlottetown Heritage Squares
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What We Heard Hillsborough Square

“ ”

central focus
place for people to

gather.

softer, replace

We like our square.

Hillsborough Square, once referred to as Notre Dame Square, was well
represented at both the community session and the neighbourhood session.
This square is used for visitation, recreation and for appreciation of the
natural environment in this urban setting. Many of the surrounding
properties do not have individual yards and Hillsborough Square fulfills the
need for greenspace.

According to the participants, and similar to Connaught Square,
Hillsborough Square is very well used and enjoyed by many children and
guardians as there are no other existing playgrounds in the downtown within
a short walk. It was indicated that the nuns in the convent bordering the
square enjoy watching children playing in the square. There was concern
expressed about the speed of vehicle traffic around the square and the
young children playing that might wander into the surrounding streets.

Hillsborough Square is a popular greenspace for local residents and visitors
alike. Tourists frequent this square as they explore the downtown coming in
on the numerous cruise ships. There is a rich collection of perimeter
architecture that provides a backdrop to the square and frames the space..

Comments we heard pertaining to Hillsborough Square are outlined.

�

�

�

�

�

Re-establish a in the park.
Want to ensure that this square remains a

Enforce no smoking bylaw.
Reduce vehicle speed around the square.
Paths should be wider and with stonedust walkways.

General

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

An improved environment in the park would facilitate greater usage
by a more diverse demographic.

that might make this square special, involve the
corporate community and the local volunteers (example - twinkle
lights in the trees).

Need to define and strengthen the breaks in the Square’s
(curb, low hedge but nothing that would block views into the square).

Public art representing the history of the area (Notre Dame Convent
was one suggestion)

Re-establish a central focus in the park, could be an art component
perhaps in reference to the convent, sundial, birdbath, etc..

Would like to see incorporated into planting efforts
and could be a community initiative, , shrubs
and conifers are desired.
Would like to see more flowers for and interest, an attraction,
display.
Low hedge, around play area.
Would like to see a planting strategy for the future, would like to see

planted as part of the ongoing re-forestation strategy.
Should continue to plant the .
Remove pavement encroachment and re-green.

play equipment rather than spread out in multiple
zones.
Play equipment should be in the square but should be
consolidated and and could be an
artful piece.
Play equipment should not detract from the square,
components that do not obstruct views of the square and could
include features such as chess board, stepping stones, etc.
Consider hedge maze as playful element in square.

There is a desire for and better lighting.
Lighting in the park should be down lighting to avoid light trespass.
There are a number of people who walk their in the square
and there is a need to have dog pick up bag stations.

are required but benches that face into the park.

Seasonal features

edge

flowering trees
variety of tree species

colour

define edge

larger trees
perimeter trees

Consolidate

not be the dominant feature

low profile

underground wiring

dogs

More benches

Sense of Enclosure

History

Art

Landscaping

Play Features and Activities

Park Amenities

�

�

�

�

�

�

Would like to see picnic tables in the square and proper garbage
receptacles.
Mailbox on Richmond Street needs to be fixed or relocated.

Would like to see music in the square, something to reach
out to the community, have them participate and come
together
Create the spaces and they will come.

would be a way to host small events.
Would be great to see in the park, often tai chi and
yoga groups are in this park, opportunity for Holland College,
instructional component to the space.

Mobile bandstand
performing arts

programming

Entertainment, Social Interaction and Gatherings

ensure well maintained, well drained, quality lawn areas
inventory, assess, maintain the existing trees
replace and maintain the walkways
replace the perimeter curb to define the square

boundary

Design Approach and Principles
The design approach for Hillsborough Square is to:

continue to have an ongoing tree planting strategy that is a
random mix of species derived from the original plant list -
deciduous tree garden, incorporate flower species from the list as
well
tree planting opposite street side surrounding the park
install lighting around the square boundary on each side of the street
(under ground wiring)
benches, waste receptacles, dog collection posts
provide infrastructure for water and power for
neighbourhood/community programming
markers to identify the square within the walking tour of the
downtown and connect to the other Squares
square identification at each corner (ex. granite name plate in the
walkways)
remove existing play equipment and replace with a play area that is
non-obstrusive (may incorporate art) for ages up to 12 years.
re-establish a central focal point
incorporate historical references, art, interpretive, planting, story of
the neighbourhood
consistency of materials for walkways, plant species, defined edge,
and ornaments such as benches.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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What We Heard King Square

As with the other squares, there was good representation for King Square at
both the community and neighbourhood sessions.

This square is referenced time and again as a great linkage, used as a
shortcut, and frequented by users who are walking their pets.

The community group and the neighbourhood group echoed the comments
for the other Squares. This Square was reflected upon as a “great and busy
walking area.”

The participants referenced the socials that used to take place in the square
and that they would welcome the return of that community activity and life.

�

�

�

�

�

�

Create a place where “Islanders and tourists” can stop to ,
have a picnic, a place to (young and old).
Should remain a .
The Square is for to enjoy.
Walkways need to be replaced, some feel they should be paved
others suggested stonedust.  Main concern is that the walkways be

and .
Suggestion to widen the walkway to accomodate winter clearing
Parking restrictions around the square need to be enforced to
control encroachment.

relax
play

place to gather
all ages

accessible well compacted

General

History

Art

� There should be interpretive story line about King Square within the
square and that connects Kings Square to the other 3
quadrant squares and Queen’s Square.

a story line

�

�

�

�

�

�

The butcher chairs are an art piece that is well used in the Square
that appropriately references the industrial past of this area within
Charlottetown.  (it was noted they are used by a gymnastics group).

The square needs to be and .
The trees in the square are in need of an assessment and pruning.
Would love to see more s and include
shrubs.
Take back the that have been encroached upon and return to
the Square.

Should have in the square, Church could use in the
summertime for outdoor service.

re-graded re-seeded

variety of plant specie

edges

socials

Landscaping

Play Features and Activity

Park Amenities

Entertainment, Social Interactions and Gatherings

ensure well maintained, well drained, quality lawn areas
inventory, assess, maintain the existing trees
replace and maintain the walkways
repair all encroachment and replace the perimeter curb to
define the square boundary

Design Approach and Principles
The design approach for King Square is to:

continue to have an ongoing tree planting strategy that is a random
mix of species derived from the original plant list, deciduous tree
garden, no a monoculture.
tree planting opposite street side surrounding the park
install lighting around the square boundary on each side of the street
(under ground wiring)
add benches, waste receptacles, dog collection posts
provide infrastructure for water and power for

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

With play features located in Hillsborough Square there was sense
that play equipment was to  in King Square.
The butcher chairs are often used in a playful way and
passive recreation is sufficient in this square.
Want to ensure that people will be able to walk their pets.

Would like to see in the park.
Would love to see in the square.
Need for better with an ‘old fashioned’ look.
Incorporate that have an ‘antique’ look.

not required

more benches
picnic tables

lighting
waste receptacles

neighbourhood/community programming
markers to identify the square within the walking tour of the
downtown
square identification at each corner (ex. granite name plate in the
stonedust walkways)
ornamental planting, compliment the art piece in the park
consistency of materials for walkways, plant species,

defined edge, and ornaments such as benches.

�

�

�

�
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What We Heard Rochford Square

Rochford Square was identified by the groups as a popular square for
wedding photos, tourist photos and City of Charlottetown promotional
material. The square has become a recognized image with its ornamental
plantings at the western end of the square and the dramatic trees still thriving
in this greenspace.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Architecture being built around the perimeter of the square must
have specific to respect the integrity (materials, scale,
style, etc.).
Should remain e recreation in this park.
Walkways need to be improved.
Should be an education/information session about not dumping
snow into the square from private properties around the square.
Protect the thinking about nature in the City in the 19 Century that
is evident in the park.
Take into consideration with all components of the
Square.

Squares for
Since many around the core of these parks do not have private
yards the parks need to keep that in mind –

Keep the Squares .
Used for beauty, , space for .
Garbage pick up and bins lining the street, is there an alternate
location or solution?

Maintain buildings around the edges of the park, enforce heritage.
Guidelines for the surrounding architecture.
Tall buildings around the square should have height restrictions.

requirements

passiv

maintenance

“less is more”
rest, relaxation, cooler, greener, grass.

play, trees, grass,
benches and flowers.

passive and public
tranquility, shade families

th

General

Sense of Enclosure

History

Art

Landscaping

Play Features and Activity

Park Amenities

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Heritage of the square to be preserved, stay the same but allow
change.

Public art should have a series of criteria and guidelines…any
public component in the park should also have a maintenance
budget attached.
Guidelines for art should be in place to facilitate decision making.

program required for maintenance staff that are doing the
grass trimming at the base of the trees to protect the trees.
The water truck currently drives up to the mound for watering
purposes and ruts the lawn areas, this needs to stop.
Some and puddling that should be corrected in
the square.

affecting trees needs to be addressed.
The rhododendrons have been spectacular.
Would like to see the in the square.
Walkways in the park are well used and important to remain.
Take back the edges and protect the trees.
The floral display is an attraction, would like to see the continuation
of heritage species in the beds.
Asphalt trails not appealing, would like the broken pathways
replaced with stonedust.
Don't lose sight of majestic trees,
Some sun in the park is nice to have, the high canopy trees can
make it quite shaded.
Some like the existing raised bed more than others, but well used
and enjoyed by the community.
Would like the city to consider incorporating conifer trees in the
squares for winter green, focus should still be primarily the high

Small equipment is acceptable in the squares but not manufactured
catalogue ordered, can be more imaginative (example: using the
mounded planting bed as a slide in winter).Kids used to in the
Square from the upper portion to the lower end.

Should not be built structures in the park, or
mobile structures.
Needs to be dog collection stations.

should be fixed in place.

Training

drainage problems

Encroachment

continuation of planting trees

echo species used originally.

canopy deciduous trees.

slide

only temporary

Benches

�

�

�

�

�

�

More benches should be in the park would like to see at least
8-10, the 3 on the mound are well used.
Would like to see near the benches
Improved garbage receptacles, City vehicles should not be driving
on the walkways or lawn areas to collect the material in the bins.

at lower end of square is desirable as a continuation along
the western end linking the sidewalk to the north and south of the
Square.
Would like to see a sidewalk on the west side of the square, better
materials in the pathways, more benches.
Used as a direct walk to downtown.

waste receptacles

Sidewalk
Connectivity

ensure well maintained, well drained, quality lawn areas
inventory, assess, maintain the existing trees
replace and maintain the walkways
repair all encroachment and replace the perimeter curb to
define the square boundary

Design Approach and Principles
The design approach for Rochford Square is to:

continue to have an ongoing tree planting strategy that is a random
mix of species derived from the original plant list, deciduous tree
garden, not a monoculture.
tree planting opposite street side surrounding the park
include a walkway along the western boundary to connect the
north and south sidewalks
add benches, waste receptacles, dog collection posts
provide infrastructure for water and power for
neighbourhood/community programming, existing planting
markers to identify the square within the walking tour of the
downtown
square identification at each corner (ex. granite name plate in the
stonedust walkways)
consistency of materials for walkways, plant species,
defined edge, and ornaments such as benches.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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The Squares Connecting the 5

King Square, Rochford Square, Connaught Square and Hillsborough

Square are part of the downtown fabric and are linked to Queen Square as

remaining elements of the original city layout and structure.

Although each individual and special, physically connecting the squares to

be enjoyed and viewed as one piece within the downtown core of

Charlottetown was something that was brought up several times during the

community consultation sessions. There is a desire to strengthen the

connection between the four squares with Queen square.

There will be several elements within the squares that will provide a sense of

continuity. As outlined in the design principles it is recommended to provide

consistent amenities within each of the squares to reinforce the squares as a

collection of greenspaces. Future tree species should all be from the

original plant list.

Considering the significance of the squares to the original framework of

Charlottetown and the structure of the city, an interpretive walking and/or

cycle loop is proposed. It is proposed to use the squares as a way of

exploring the downtown. This is a walkable distance that takes participants

to various neighbourhoods, by shops and stores, by institutions and past

restaurants. What a wonderful way to see and take part in many of the riches

Charlottetown has to offer, anchoured by majestic tree canopy gardens.

This allows residents, school groups, and visitors alike an opportunity to see

each of the squares on their own and still appreciate them as a collective

within the City structure.

Defining the trail or walk can be done very subtly so as not to detract from the

squares, imprinting within side corner sidewalks and special marking can be

implemented to guide the visitor.

Example markings and trail identification features.
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APPENDIX - Magnitude of Cost

The following outlines a magnitude of cost for each of the squares based

on the concept plans developed and are recommended as a guide only.

A more detailed cost estimate should be determined as more detailed

design plans are developed.

Hillsborough Square

Item No. Description Estimated Item Cost

1 New concrete curbing $35,000.00

2 Benches and pads below $40,000.00

3 Stonedust walkways $25,000.00

4 Topsoil and Seed Repair $50,000.00

5 Shade Trees (60mm Cal.) $30,000.00

6

Historic Light Standards (with outlet and granite base), Underground electrical

(conduit, wire, trenching, backfilling) $300,000.00

7 Park furniture (waste receptacles, bike rack, dog collection) $8,000.00

8 Removals $25,000.00

Total $513,000.00

*Estimate does not include taxes

Allowances
9 New Play Equipment and surfacing $40,000-60,000

10 Stonedust trail edging $10,000.00

11 Square Marker to link squares $5,000.00

Connaught Square

Item No. Description Estimated Item Cost

1 New concrete curbing $35,000.00

2 Benches and pads below $25,000.00

3 Stonedust walkways $25,000.00

4 Topsoil and Seed Repair $45,000.00

5 Shade Trees (60mm Cal.) $20,000.00

6

Historic Light Standards (with outlet and granite base), Underground electrical

(conduit, wire, trenching, backfilling) $270,000.00

7 Park furniture (waste receptacles, bike rack, dog collection) $8,000.00

8 Removals $25,000.00

Total $453,000.00

*Estimate does not include taxes

Allowances
9 New Play Equipment and surfacing $40,000-60,000

10 Stonedust trail edging $10,000.00

11 Square Marker to link squares $5,000.00
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King Square

Item No. Description Estimated Item Cost

1 New concrete curbing $35,000.00

2 Benches and pads below $20,000.00

3 Stonedust walkways $25,000.00

4 Topsoil and Seed Repair $40,000.00

5 Shade Trees (60mm Cal.) $20,000.00

6

Historic Light Standards (with outlet and granite base), Underground electrical

(conduit, wire, trenching, backfilling) $300,000.00

7 Park furniture (waste receptacles, bike rack, dog collection) $8,000.00

8 Removals $10,000.00

Total $458,000.00

*Estimate does not include taxes

Allowances
9 Stonedust trail edging $10,000.00

10 Square Marker to link squares $5,000.00

Rochford Square

1 New concrete curbing $35,000.00

2 Benches and pads below $20,000.00

3 Stonedust walkways $35,000.00

4 Topsoil and Seed Repair $35,000.00

5 Shade Trees (60mm Cal.) $25,000.00

6

Historic Light Standards (with outlet and granite base), Underground electrical

(conduit, wire, trenching, backfilling) $300,000.00

7 Park furniture (waste receptacles, bike rack, dog collection) $8,000.00

8 Removals $10,000.00

Total $468,000.00

*Estimate does not include taxes

Allowances

9 Stonedust trail edging $15,000.00
10 Square Marker to link squares $5,000.00
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Rochford Square Connaught Square

King Square

APPENDIX - Documents Tree Species Planted in the Squares

Many of the tree species originally planted in the squares and along the

streets in Charlottetown can be found in past newspaper references.
Queen Square

Golden Willow - 7
Cherry - 2
White Birch - 12
Willow - 3
Birch - 10
Rock Maple - 32
Oak - 9
Mountain Ash - 12
Elm - 12
Limes - 4
Choke Cherry - 2
Twin Birch - 1
White Maple - 2
Poplar - 1
Horse Chestnut - 6
Weeping Elm - 1
Juniper - 1
Red Dog Trees - 8
Mountain willow - 1
Norway Maple - 2

Hillsborough Square

King Square

Rock Maple - 13
Horse Chestnut - 4
Black walnut - 7
Birch - 9
Juniper - 2
Thorn - 2
Poplar - 2
Wild cherry - 2
Golden willow - 5

Elm - 8
Rock maple - 6
Maple - 2
White birch - 13
Norway maple - 1
White maple - 1
White willow - 1
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APPENDIX - Stonedust Walkway Example Detail

Typical stonedust trail details indicated suggested base and trailing depths.

Further site investigation for the squares will determine modifications to the

detail in order to customize for the site specific conditions.
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Rochford Square – image creditwww.historicplaces.caHillsborough Square image credit www.historicplaces.ca
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These squares have been sources of civic pride since the first community tree planting took place in 1884.” City of CharlottetownWebsite


